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IRWINS AGRABLOCK is an interlocking porous modular grid system 
which is SUDS (sustainable urban drainage system) friendly. This 
allows the dispersion and drainage of excess rain and flood water. 
It can be infilled with gravel or planted out in grass to provide a 
porous, stable surface suitable for vehicular or pedestrian traffic.

IRWINS AGRABLOCK ensures that gravels of up to 20mm are re-
tained within the cell walls, which stop them migrating. When 
planted out in grass it provides an ideal environment to thrive and 
the cellular structure helps protect the roots from heavy traffic.  
It provides a more secure surface for driving, walking or cycling 
over. It has a load bearing capacity rated 360 tonnes per m2, so 
will cope with practically any vehicular traffic that it is likely to en-
counter. IRWINS AGRABLOCK is manufactured to ISO 9001/2008. 
It is manufactured from 100% recycled polypropylene.

Agrablock

Technical specification:
Dimensions: 500mm x 500mm x 40mm
100% recycled polypropylene
Colour: Black
Suitable for natural aggregates and grass
Manufactured in Ireland
Manufactured to ISO 9001/2008
Gravel per m2: 65kg
Load bearing capacity >360 tonne/m2 / 3587kn/m
Laying instructions available at
www.irwin-aggregates.com

Irwins Soft Path Gravels are graded from 8mm down to fine dust. 
When compacted the finer particles knit together to form a firm, yet 
porous surface. This is a SUDS friendly surface which will allow water to 
gently percolate through it. It isn’t ‘permanently hard’, like a concrete, 
bitmac or resin surface would be. These self-binding materials can be 
dug out years after first being placed, crumbled and re-used. Soft Path 
materials are specially graded decorative aggregates. They are ideal 
for pathways, where a more natural appearance is desirable. They 
are extremely popular products for commercial or public applications 
where a simple, cheap, lowmaintenance, natural-looking pathway or 
trackway is required. They can be found on many golf courses, and 
they are widely used for Parks, Nature Trails and Bridleways. They are 
not suitable for an indoor application.
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Decorative Gravel
Irwins stock an attractive range of naturally rounded Cobbles and Pebbles Chippings and Slates.  These are used on driveways and paths, shrubberies, 
water and garden features or even to provide a striking edging to a display.  They are available in Tonne Bags or 25kg bags.  If larger quantities are 
required, we can supply loose bulk loads.
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Irwins range has been sourced from Ireland, Britain, Europe and Asia.  Our extensive range of colours, shapes and sizes will enable you to choose
a material which will stand out or blend into any environment.  Should our selection not contain your desired product we will endeavour to source
it for you.

Irwins are leading specialists in the field of sand and aggregates, manufacturing and supplying 
a large range of different sands including grit, sharp sand and lawn repair mix for various 
applications.  

Irwins do not deliver bagged products to private houses but we have a network of Builders Merchants 
throughout Ireland.  We can deliver bulk loads for contracts and merchants.  Loose bulk loads can 
be delivered direct if required.  For more information call the office T+44(0)28 8774 0362

Horticulture

Plum Slate 20mm /40mm   Blue Slate 40mm    White Marble 15mm

Silver Granite 20mm    Achill Quartz 14mm / 20mm  Avoca Gold 20mm

Natural Gravel 20mm   Hazel Pebble 20mm    Pink Granite 20mm 

New Forrest Flint 14mm /20mm  Scottish Pebbles 20-30mm/30-60m /70-100mm  
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Ocean Blue 20mm    Scottish Red 14mm   

Play sand is available in tonne bags or 15kg bags.Lawn Repair Mix    Pea Gravel 10mm

Sharp Lawn Sand

Hort Grit


